Nonparametric association analysis of exchangeable clustered competing risks data.
The work is motivated by the Cache County Study of Aging, a population-based study in Utah, in which sibship associations in dementia onset are of interest. Complications arise because only a fraction of the population ever develops dementia, with the majority dying without dementia. The application of standard dependence analyses for independently right-censored data may not be appropriate with such multivariate competing risks data, where death may violate the independent censoring assumption. Nonparametric estimators of the bivariate cumulative hazard function and the bivariate cumulative incidence function are adapted from the simple nonexchangeable bivariate setup to exchangeable clustered data, as needed with the large sibships in the Cache County Study. Time-dependent association measures are evaluated using these estimators. Large sample inferences are studied rigorously using empirical process techniques. The practical utility of the methodology is demonstrated with realistic samples both via simulations and via an application to the Cache County Study, where dementia onset clustering among siblings varies strongly by age.